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culture and families within cultures pass on their skills from generation to generation and some 
specific members excel at their skills. in other families in which members are unknown to each other, an 
artistic skill emerges which often seems uncanny. our experiences are often the triggers to releasing 
and unleashing the potential stored in our genes. ~mildred gordon, ph.d., 2007

sybil, 400 south 4th street, centre park, 2004, ink and paint on paper, 16.75x20.5 inches



in folk art tradition, creative prowess seemingly follows smoothly in family circles and generations, 
leading many to believe in contemporary culture that artistic skill is inherited. how is it then that the 
majority of famous artists and creative types often do not follow this family pattern, and often follow 
in an inverse path? researchers have argued for decades on this topic and have determined that skill 
does not follow a generational line, but often intelligence does. with this intelligence, persistence, 
and practice, creativity, as seen in the folk art example, can occur. folk artists are led and mentored 
to produce a certain type of artistic product which does not seem to promote the idea of individual 
creativity, something flourishing in the artwork found in the four individuals in the exhibition.

the artists have lived, in one case, dependently, and in the other, quite unsure about the other for most of 
their lives; nevertheless, exercising common methods and structures in their artistic endeavors, producing 
observable similarities, but not in a traditional way that is perceived as passed down generationally. 
in the past decade, the relationship became inverted – distant is near and the once dependent is 
independent – the artwork held as a constant, a development that would boggle any scientific study.
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will nally,  
eat your vegetables, 
2011, acrylic on wood, 
16x21 inches



mary stoudt and her daughter sybil roe thompson can often be found working together thursdays on 
art projects at mary’s third floor studio, or at lunch at the goggleworks’ cafe. sybil was diagnosed as 
being severely autistic many years before it was publically understood. as a preschooler, she had a 
vocabulary of about eight words and a fierce, destructive energy. mary enrolled her in endless rounds 
of speech therapy, hydrotherapy, group therapy and dance therapy. countless hours of individual 
mental health treatment brought her into a world where she could communicate and be self-sufficient 
with minimal assistance. Sybil was welcomed by the albright learning center when other doors were 
shut and later development was largely contributed to her work with the late mildred gordon, ph.d. 

mary and sybil both work with bright geometric colors and reclaimed materials, and until a 2007 

exhibit of their work at the outsider folk art gallery, never realized or contemplated the similarities 
in their artwork. mary points to daily art practice and freedom to try and experiment with many 
different art materials and media as a credit to both her and sybil’s development, often referring 
to sybil’s increased likelihood to communicate while amidst an art project. according to an interview 
with sybil, “i get giddy when i see a well stocked art store, all the colors lined up in rows…”

mary, from adamstown, pa., has won awards internationally for her fabric and quilted pieces. she 
works in a non-traditional method creating rolling patterns of vibrant color. she likes to work within 
a typically restricted medium, quilting, successfully breaking all the rules of how to make, design, 
and create the final piece. mary has been creating art since the 1970s, and in 2003 adapted the style 
of quilting you see in these examples. mary is very humble about her achievements, which recently 
include participation in the quilt national invitational and a feature in american craft magazine.

as a former educator, mary shares many insights on her website www.marystoudt-artquilts.com, 
including a 30-day, chronological, artistic recollection of making a new quilt and mary’s muse: a list 
of personal methods for success as an artist. in addition to her colorful, one-of-a-kind, original, 
contemporary quilts sized from three by five feet and larger, mary creates quilted-based, beaded 
and embroidered necklaces, painted, one-of-a-kind, silk scarves and other pieces. mary states:

to begin an art piece, i imagine a basic composition in my head concentrating on color and form, and then 
work intuitively through each piece. as i progress through the quilt, i improvise, perhaps like a jazz 
musician would. sometimes, i give myself quilt assignments such as, “see how big you can make a quilt,” 
or “use wool and cotton together” or “see how many layers you can add to make a quilt.” a short list of 
my influences includes: andy goldsworthy, red grooms, blues music, ny times sunday paper, gustav klimt, 
oiseaux sisters, joseph cornell, fabric stores, frank gehry, audrey flack and childhood memories...
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mary stoudt,  
little whirlpool, 2008,  
art quilt, 32x53 inches



sybil roe thompson uses watercolors in her paintings, and fluid acrylics to decorate the frames and 
paint furniture. sybil now lives independently in reading, pa., and is represented locally by the outsider 
folk art gallery. her work is in demand regionally as she often creates memory works from her daily 
travels. a memory painter often can describe a place or situation in vivid detail. a condition of autism, 
sybil has turned this into a beautiful gift. in addition, her work, which includes painted furniture, 
frames and found items (particularly toilet seats!) are popular at art fairs in atlanta, chicago, new 
york city and philadelphia. 
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aybil, olivets, 2006, ink and paint on paper, 15.25x18 inches



david and will nally, father and son, certainly are not shy about using color or materials, but also 
as a medium for a message. dave “big dutch” nally has lived in reading, pa., all of his life and works at 
carpenter technology, a local steel mill. while “dutch” as he is affectionately called, knew he had many 
family members who were creative, he never met his father, will “willie,” until the age of 34. they were 
intrigued to find out that they both make constructions from reclaimed materials, using much of the 
same symbolism, with a focus on current issues, satire and the mysteries surrounding love. 

both speak to lifelong issues that remain constant, relevant and current. the pressing concerns of the 
trayvon martin case and the alleged atrocities of the diocese of philadelphia have fueled recent works. 
dave works in many media, as it seems each serves a different purpose or exercise. paintings are brightly 
colorful and reminiscent of basquiat, to whom the artist pays homage, and typically contain scraps and 
pieces of metal, and more recently cut-canvas collage, an idea borrowed from his contemporary jim bloom.

drawings are organized and made left to right as if being dictated but the final result barely shows these 
methods as composition flows through organic line and color. drawings range from sparse to hectic, 
depending on the issue being explored, and many are not for sale as the artist defines his own line for 
censorship, protecting the viewer from the most personal and raw energy, letting it re-emerge in another 
fashion. dave reminisces fondly about time spent in his grandfather’s workshop as a kid making bits of copper 
into rings and drawing constantly to fend off boredom; now the drawing becomes a therapeutic end. he has 
mentioned before that he hopes that creating this art will help keep these topics off his mind when in social 
situations, but with such passion, restraint is not so easily found, and he is fondly regarded for just that.

will inserts his character and alter egos into his pieces, frequently referring to the devil’s that are 
lurking, both inside and around. although the work may seem to preach more often than not, it’s a 
personal reminder to will to keep himself in check, especially from sweets as he is a diabetic. creating 
“love machines” has also been a constant for will, now showing what he deems his last machine, to which 
he refers, “(is) the largest and last – sending out the strongest signal by far.”

will has devoted a blog to the work they are creating together as father and son called “the nally boys” 
and is currently working out of his mohnton, pa., studio. will has lived all over the united states and 
always sells the pieces he makes. he has won awards for his press photography and has shown locally at 
the reading public museum and the highwire gallery, philadelphia. 

dave’s work is represented by the outsider folk art gallery, reading pa., and yard dog gallery, austin, texas. 
dave participated in a solo exhibit at the yocum institute for the arts in 2007 and a solo exhibit at the outsider 
folk art gallery in 2008. his work has been shown at the freedman gallery, most recently in 1993, reading 
public museum, and is part of many important collections regionally and nationally. dave is looking forward 
to this exhibit as a means to experiment with some new works including canvas, wood and works on paper.
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dave nally, not so much, 2012, acrylic on canvas, 32x36 inches
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will nally, repent, 2010, 
wood, paint, doll, and metal, 
12x21 inches dave nally, pray for luck, 2012, mixed media on stretched canvas, 46x46 inches
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mary stoudt, 2nd Street, Reading, pa, 2012, art quilt, 36x59 inches
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